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!3 Huntly Road
Bournemouth
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(01202) 766706
17 July 1997
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I am pleased that you wrote to me but the news it conveyed saddens me. Thumba Pillay
sent a message through his daughter who was here on holiday that MJ had died but
Patrick' s death came as news .. I do remember both MJ and Patrick with affection. When
I was in SA Thumba suggested to me that I should see Patrick but I did not see him and
now I will not see him. Perhaps if I had known that he was ill I might have made the extra
effort .. Thilla died some years ago. Slowly our numbers are reducing. Vella my best friend
here in London who refuses to stop working is quite ill..
I am sorry you are not well. Mana and I decided to send you a £100 to help with
medication. Mana' s brother in law is here and will be leaving on the 18 July. He will
contact you when he gets to Durban. Please contact Dhansa Pather if you don't hear
anything (Tel:433 152 - Chatsworth).
Many things have happened to me to but nothing life threatening. I got an ulcer which has
been successfully treated. I had an operation for a cataract in one eye. Tomorrow I go for
glasses but there are minor complications which needs to be treated and when that is done
I would have to have the other eye done. At the moment I read with the aid of a magnifying
glass. I also lost weight, about two stones, so I am not as fat as I was when I visited you .
I am not good at dieting and when I tried, it did not work but it went down anyhow. I am
the same weight now as I was 6 years ago .. What is surprising is that I did not notice that
my weight was going up not even when Maya bought a pair of shorts for me and when
asked by the shop assistant what size she replied "large" and when she brought it home it
did fit.
I am not clear whether those who contributed to the struggle are asking to be compensated
for their contribution or whether recompense is being offered? How does one put a price
on these things? I think however that it would be reasonable to pay a pension to those who
gave their all at the expense of taking care of themselves ..
Praveen chose a career in the police service and is enjoying his work. He has grown up to
be a sweet, good natured young man. Maya is reading history at St Hughs College Oxford
and is now doing a mini pupillage with a Barrister in London.
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Over to me Phyl:
Good to hear from you - and of course hear your voice in your writing, as ever! Pity not
face to face. I' ve had to change jobs (Local Government Reorganisation dividing Dorset
up, with Bournemouth and Poole declaring UDI) - that or redundancy so was realistic - and
lost my wdnderful teacher vacations in the process. So no more (for the time being) 6 week
research trips out to SA in our summer - or as last year - 6 weeks solid writing (I began
work on my Aggett novel). We ' ll have to see how it turns out but until Maya is through
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studying, I'll hang on to the job (not much bread for the writer, particularly in my field).
But am finding time to write difficult at present. I'm now a Development Officer for Arts
in the new Life-Long Learning department set up by the new Bournemouth Education
Directorate (yes, not a Department!). These new guys seem to work on the principle that
education in Bournemouth didn't exist until they came along on April 1st. They need to
read Kundera.
Have been asked to teach a creative writing course one day a week over the Autumn Term
at Goldsmiths in London - so am elasticating time to fit it in. Daunting but exciting.
Goldsmiths has amazingly (in these days) still quite a radical feel to it with lively critical
students I gather. Maya reckons most of her fellow students are asleep although she has a
great group of friends who have 'found' each other in that archaic place. At the moment
she doesn't know what to do afterwards - is complaining about the effect of sitting on
one' s bum for hours in court ... but at least she' s trying to find out (Nandha reckons she' d
be happy spending her life trying to find out with nothing coming finally up to scratch! I
suspect the penny' s just dropping that life - work - can be really hard, not just student
hard!) Anway, she's still got a good sense of humour and her company is a pleasure (when
we get it). We don' t see much of Praveen - the odd weekend - but he' s his still unpressured
self Arrested a man the other day he said for calling him the ' P word ' as he calls it. Man
dashes into policestation where Praveen is standing at one side, not in uniform. "Out of my
way fucking Paki!" Praveen informs his what he has said is offensive and that if he repeats
it, he ' ll arrest him. Man repeats (with rising listicuffs) and P proceeds with arrest. Hasn't
come to court yet but in the meantime the guy has apparently started a sentence for
threatening to kill a copper last year. Oh the life of a bobby in Barnstaple ... (dealing I
suspect with the fallont of 01J.L'.c.ar.e_ir 1Jhe c0!J:1mnnity" programme).
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Enough now, must get to work ... Hows Sukthi and family? Lots of love - look after
yourself,
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Ms Pl111llis Naiboo
flat 4 Glcttariff
96 Vmbilo Roab
DVRDAN
4001
f'lill
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Herc is a cl1cqlic. Will call wl1ctt 1 catt.
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Am itt abvattccb sta5c of wear attb tear.
•
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ltt fact am wortt attb tortt - fabitt5 fast - Slif'Vival
~ccrtaitt.
Mlist 5ct stlick ittto a bir\jatti bcfore its too late.

Take care
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16 Maynard Street
Orange, Mass. 01364 USA
May 23, 1997
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Dear Phyllis,

You must be so proud. The Constitution is good and efforts
have been made to ensure that everyone in the nation is aware of
it. Thank you so much for thinking of us and sending copies.
Congratulations on finally receiving a pension. You deserve
it. I repeat - you deserve it. We shall all hope that it will
guarantee an old age not in splendor, but also not in poverty.
You deserve that as well.
I understand completely your outrage at US policy against Cuba
and the need for a continued boycott. Your life has been a
principled one, and this decision is simply consistent with your
life. Unfortunately, this personal boycott will not change a
thing. Nor would an international boycott fully supported and
implemented. The Congress has a huge right wing block, and a
racist, ultra right-wing iso~ationist geriatric has risen, through a seniority system, to the chair of the Foreign Relations
committee. We can only pray/wish/hope for a massive heart attack
so po•,.ierful that MDdern Medical Technology is defe~'.:lted. Othe-,,· 1.,.iise
a lot of other rid i culous measures will also be enforced.
This is not to say that bo-Clinton are particularly
enlightened in areas of human rights, social justice or
environmental integrity. They are simply less extreme than the
right wing which almost has a majority in Congress. Since we do
not have a parliamentary system, there is not much Clinton can do
but try to negotiate. Congress can block him. They hate him
because, despite their blocking votes, he has found ways to chip
away at their strangle hold on government policy through
"e:,.;ecut ive cn,.de·r"s", an idea pioneel'ed by F.:ea~Jan 1,.iht?n h e WE1s
blocked by liberals. Some changes have been made that are really
important - but will not show up for years, and never in a way
that most people will notice.
This is not a pleasant society; industrial peasants are as
mindless, controlled and hardened as one reads about. Corporate
culture has managed to translate every aspect of humanity/human
•
e:·,~pression into cc,nsume1' ism. The word "fun" no•.,1 is used to
describe products. I was in a discount store trying on clothes, .
and the woman next to me asked for an opinion on a suit she had
put on. " Nice colour" I said, "Goes •,,.iith your ,::omple:·,-;:i.on " (It ~,.ias
BRIGHT orange, and she was nice and d a rk; it did look goo d on
her). "Yes " she said "I think it's fun " . Pings at a jewellery
counter in another shop where I went to buy a watch battery were
labelled as "New' Fun!".
In a totally commodified societyv money= love, friendship,
companionship, pleasure and, rr~ ,st of a.11, success. Not ha.ving
money means isolation, embarrassment and all that accompanies
failure. The ability to be a wage earner is, therefore, the most
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important feature one can have. (All else can be modified through
consumption). Illness, disability or anything which threatens
wealth accumulation is, therefore, terrible, ugly, nasty, to be
avoided. People so afflicted are the modern equivalent of lepers.
The 'l"E~~.;ultin[~ society is cr·ueJ. and hecixtles.".s. , 3ometh:i.ng an
African could not possibly imagine.
You have good frie~ds here~ and you wou ld have an interesting
and rewarding experience. They would show you the best, for they
ALL represent fractions of the alternative, the minority fighting
to assert humanity in what ought to be a wonderful place. The
laws are here; the subversion has been by corporate and monopoly
capitalism. Those of us who recognize this have constructed
networks in which we survive. Brian and I have little to do with
Real America. We don't watch television (my father gave us a TV
and VCR, but it is not hooked up to receive any programs. All we
do with it is watch international films.); instead, we listen to
short-wave radio (BBC, CBC, Radio Netherlands). We shop very
little, and when we do buy something, we seek out alternative,
community' o·!":i.ented busj.nesses. l•Je buy food in c\ food co·-op, - ~.JE•
bought my laptop computer frbm a man who was outraged at the
price of computers when his children needed one, began a business
_·(econdit:i.on:i.ng s.ec;:,nd hand computeirs, and no•,,J :i.s on a one-man
ml.S!::-ion to en,;ut·e tl-·,at the f:::.oc ial ''h.:::,V\::-? nots'' hc::1ve accE's.s to the
information society. And so on.
There is a vibrant commercial, po lit ical and social countercult ure . Even if we are only 1% of the US popu lation , we are a
large number of people, equal to an entire province in Ca n ada. If
one deconstructs voter numbers and other measures of the
electorate, one fi n ds a social democratic group that is as large
(i n percentage) as in other countries. BUT- it does not act
through political parties. It works through the civics. The
obvious example is the disinvestment campaign. That had NOTHING
to do with politi ci ans and everything to do with civil society.
This is the America to which we and your other friends relate.
Brian and I continue to think about life in Canada. It is a
fantasy now, as he still has to write h is dissertation. But next
year he will be on the job market. Perhaps one of the few jobs in
Canada will come his way. Then we will have to ask ourselves
whether we want to trade in our alternative society here for . the
public political system of Canada. It is difficult. Canadian
society has been less ravaged by corporate and monopoly
capitalism in some respects - many communities are still in
tact - but Canada is still quite colonial and finite. There is no
tradition of community action outs i de of church agencies. The
government was expected to take care of much of what is carried
out by volunteers and local groups in the US. Th is results i n a
cet·tain smugnes~::- and passivity. "Our· gover·nment al •..iays. makes the
right decisions, our military only does good in the world, we are
not a colonizinfl so,::i.e ty, poot• Canada, '4f2 E1'!"!:~ opp:ress.E~d by thl~ US
and Br·itain ~so ,,,Je cannot clo a thinr1, ,.Je ha\1e no cultui•·e''
oi'· ''l,Jhy
do that? The gove ·(nment should pay someone to do it."
1
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Brian i~ in Montreal now attending the International
Communication Association meetings. Hev11 be presenting two
papers, and then stay on for a couple of weeks to begin research
on his dissertation. It will be a goad opportunity for him to
sample aspects of Canada. He hasn't been there for longer than a
weekend for a decade, and really feels a hole in his core. The
problem has always been that he has felt that there was no place
for him in his birthplace (Quebec), and yet English Canada is so
alien because it is WASP culture. Brian grew up in a 100%
Catholic culture, and finds the social habits and perspectives of
Protestants to be incomprehensible. Religions do create cultures,
even among those who have no religious beliefs.
Thank you very much for the photo of cosmos. They have been my
favorite flowers since I planted them in my first garden as a
five year old. Imagine my delight with the Lesotho landscape; it
was a total surprise to me. This year my consultanc y began with
cosmos in bud in the fields, and ended at full flower.
The tribute to Sahdhan is nice. I am glad that you are
surrounded by people who kn~w him, loved him, respected him and
help you to remember and commemorate him. It is a shame that he
is not there to Pfrticipate in the New South Africa, just as it
is a shame that the Tekane children are in jail. As you so often
write, every family that struggled suffe red for the new nation.
This neither dim inishes your (or their pain), nor justifies it.
Perhaps there is some consolation in the Constitution. The
struggle was not in vain.
Phyllis, I wish that we could see each other. But I was unable
to go to South Africa Cmy consultancy continued - without a day
off - for three more weeks in Rome after Lesotho) and you will
not come here. One day we shall meet again. Until then, love and
best wishes
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